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Determination of the ultimate tension capacity of piles in sand 
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ABSTRACT: A research project on tension piles in sand was carried out in The Netherlands. The aim was to formulate a method for 

the determination of the capacity of single piles and piles in a group. In this method the effect of densification due to the installation 

and the effect of tension load on the stresses in the soil were incorporated.

1.INTRODUCTION

In many constructions dealing with uplift forces on the 

foundation tension piles are used. At the design of the foundation 

,as well in the Netherlands as internationally, several methods 

with respect to these tension piles are being used. In order to 

come to a well accepted design rule for the determination of the 

ultimate tension force, a multipartner researchproject is carried 

out in the Netherlands. The project was carried out on behalf of 

CUR, the Dutch centre for civil engineering research. The actual 

work is done by several partners, such as 

consultants,geotechnical laboratories and contractors and is being 

completed and reported at this moment. Aim of the research is 

to formulate a method for the determination of the ultimate 

tension capacity of single piles and pile groups.

The research consists of:

1. Evaluation of existing methods;

2. FEM calculations on single piles and pilegroups;

3. Centrifuge tests on a single pile and a pilegroup;

4. Analysis of loading tests;

5. Evaluation and formulation of a new design method.

The results of these investigations will be discussed in this paper.

2. EXISTING METHODS

For the determination of the ultimate tension force in sand 

different methods are used, based on a wide range of 

assumptions. In the Netherlands the most commonly used 

methods for single piles are the API-method and the so called qc- 

method, which is an emperical method based on CPT-results 

(Dutch Standard Code NEN 6743. 1991). In this study the IC 

method (Lehane 1994) was also considered.

2.1 API method

In the API method the ultimate tension force is defined by:

= O f  o ’ K  tanfi dz (1)rjtox.ten p\av J ̂

where:

T
r;max:icn = ultimate tension force

= pile circumference

=  vertical effective stress at level z
K =  coefficient of earthpressure
h =  angel of shaft friction
I =  length of the pile in the sand

A disadvantage of this simple method is that the value of K tan<5 

has to be estimated on basis of the soil properties and the 

installation method. Several authors have mentioned values for 

K tanS (Tomlinson 1986).

2.2 qc-method

The qc-method uses CPT values to determine the shaft friction. 

The ultimate capacity is calculated with:

T  = O f 1 q a dz (2)rjoax;un p ;a v  Jq “ ca

where:

qc;, = cone resistance at depth z 

a  = factor

The Dutch Standard Code NEN 6743 (1991) gives values of a  

but only for piles under compression (a j .  The values range for 

piles in sand from « s= 0.005 to a s= 0.014 depending on the 

type of the pile. Up to now the value of as is reduced to a, which 

lies between 0.7 a s and 0.9 a, if the pile is loaded by a tension 

force.

2.3 IC method

Lehane gives a method that is also based on CPT values. It was 

developed for driven displacement piles, such as closed end steel 

tubular piles and precast concrete piles. The effect of installation 

on the shaft friction and the effect that occurs during tension 

loading is taken into account. The method has the advantage of 

using the commonly used CPT test as a basis for the calculation. 

The disadvantage of this method is that it is not applicable for 

pile groups and other types of piles, e.g. bored piles.

3. CENTRIFUGE TESTS

Centrifuge tests were performed on a single pile and a pile group 

in sand. An extensive description of the tests is given in (Allard 

et al. 1997). The shaft friction during penetration and at ultimate 

tension were analysed using the above discussed API and qc- 

methods. In table 1 the results are given.

In the single pile test a , after installation coincides very well with 

the value given in NEN 6743 (o .=  0.01 for soil displacement 

piles). The results of the pile group show that because of the 

densification effect during installation a much higher value o f as 

and K is reached compared with the single pile test.
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Table 1. Evaluation o f centrifuge tests

Test a s K

single pile: 

installation 

tension

0.0120

0.0044

0.95

0.40

pile group: 

installation 

tension

0.0190

0.0130

2.10

1.06

Table 2: interpretation of testresults

Type API method (KtanS) qc-method (a j

average vc average vc

precast

concrete

0.62 0.34 0.0071 0.33

driven cast 

in place

1.14 0.28 0.014 0.34

During tension loading the effective horizontal and vertical 

stresses in the pile group decrease. As a result a, o f the pile 

group is found to be lower than a s. In the single pile test this is 

also found, although to an unexpected degree. An explanation has 

not yet been found. The values of K during loading mentioned in 

Table 1 are related to the initial effective stress.

From FEM calculations it was concluded that next to a single 

pile az' and a ,’ remain constant during tension loading, while in 

a pile group both ac' and cr,’ decrease significantly. This is 

confirmed by the results from the centrifuge tests.

4. ANALYSIS OF LOADING TESTS

A large number of full scale tests on tension piles in normally 

consolidated or slightly overconsolidated sand was analysed. The 

piles were driven precast concrete piles and cast in place piles. 

From the reports that were available only a minority was suitable 

for interpretation of the limit state. In many cases the test was 

stopped after having reached the working load. The 

displacements at that level are in many cases too low to 

determine the ultimate capacity. In some cases the testpile made 

part of an already installed field of piles. In such a case the result 

of the test can be influenced by the other piles in the field. A 

total o f 11 tests on precast concrete piles and 6 tests on driven 

cast in place piles were selected for interpretation. The pile 

length in these tests varied from 9 to 25 m. The diameter ranged 

from 0.34 m to 0.45 in for the prefab piles and from 0.45 to

0.52 for the cast in place piles. In table 2 the results are given. 

The coefficient of variation (vc) is rather high.

The average value of a, for the precast piles is somewhat lower 

than given in NEN 6743 for compression loaded prefab piles 

(as=  0.01). For driven cast in place piles a, agrees with a s. Both 

factors of a, mentioned in NEN 6743 were also determined from 

field tests. A few of the test results were also compared to the IC 

method (Lehane 1994). The results show rather good similarity 

between test result and calculation.

5. DESIGN METHOD

A premise for a new calculation method was that it is applicable 

for single piles and piles in a group. The difference in the 

ultimate capacity between single piles and pile groups is

determined by the effect of densification during installation and 

the effect of the tension load on the stresses in the soil.

The qc method was taken as starting point, because this method 

is also used in NEN 6743 for compression loaded piles.

The ultimate capacity is calculated as follows:

Tr ^ « n  = /„' <?„ A  h  « , *  <3)

where:

f, = factor for the effect of densification 

f2 =  factor for the effect o f tension

The factor a, is taken as the one determined from the field tests 

on single piles, see chapter 4.

5.1 Effect o f  densification

For piles in a group the effect of densification and compression 

of the soil due to installation of the piles has to be taken into 

account.

The densification and stress level o f the soil effects the CPT 

value. Several authors have given emperical relations between the 

cone resistance qc;7 , the relative density R* and the effective 

stress a 'z (Lunne & Christoffersen 1983, Jamiolkowsky el al. 

1988). In general these relations give similar results. The 

relationship given by Lunne & Christoffersen is used:

R. = 0.34 In [--------------] (4)

61 ( o / 71

During installation the cone resistance increases due to decrease 

of R*. The increase of qc;2 depends on the size of the influenced 

area around the pile. Some authors give measures for this area 

(Winterkom & Fang 1975). They suggest an influenced zone 

with a radius of 3D around a pile.

As it is very complicated to calculate the effect of the other piles 

on each pile in a group, it is adopted that the densification of the 

soil is constant within the pile group and that outside the group 

R, reduces linearly to the initial value.

Consequence of this method is that it has to be accepted that the 

increase of R, is equal for all piles in the group.

From the supposed size of the influenced zone A,, the change of 

the porosity AR* due to densification can be calculated.

e i =eo - B,- - ^ 0 +«o) (5)Aa

where:

eo = initial porosity

e, = porosity after installation

A t = total area of the piles in the group

Af = infuenced area

a, =  emperical factor

A Re

(Cmu -  eniiD̂

where:

®inax =  maximal porosity

m̂in =  minimal porosity

In practice the values of e,„„ and emin have to be estimated. In 

many cases in normally consolidated sands the values of e1IU,=

0.8 and emill = 0 .4  can be taken. From calculations of the effect 

of em„ and emin it was concluded that their influence is limited.
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From equation (4) and (7) f, can be determined:

< J„ 1  2.94 AK,

/. = —  = exp

<lcr. 0

(7)

where:

qt i , = cone resistance after densification 

qt20 = initial cone resistance

The factor a; has to be investigated from CPT tests before and 

after pile driving. (Webb et al. 1994) show some results from 

CPT tests in a field of driven cast in place piles. Adopting a, 

= 1.0 and a constant densification in the field of piles gives an 

increase of qt;z which corresponds well with the given CPT’s. 

The installation of the pile group in the centrifuge test resulted in 

an increase of qc;/ of about 2. If the above mentioned method is 

used this increase of qt.z can be reached adopting a constant 

densification within the group and in a zone outside the group 

with a width of 3D with linearly decreasing effect of the 

densification. It is concluded that this approach of predicting the 

effect of installation is promising.

Piledriving in overconsolidated sand can cause a decrease of the 

CPT value by the loss of the initial horizontal stresses. It is 

therefor strongly advised to check f, in the field by executing a 

CPT test after driving of the piles.

After installation the effective horizontal stress has increased:

(8)

see fig. 1. To calculate the effect on the stresses a formulation 

given by (Tomlinson 1994) is used to determine a fictive 

equivalent stress a'/;,.ntl.

ẑ:c;0

Jz,l

z;0

(9)

As in this case o ',ü = a',.0 it follows from fig. 1 that:

= / .
( 10)

5.2 Effect o f tension

Due to the tension load on the pile a \ .„ decreases. This decrease 

is translated in a decrease of qt;/, by introducing f5.

From vertical equilibrium of the soil around the pile it can be 

derived giving eq. (11), see fig. 2:

z \2 j* \ rfij ° P . i  A  A  a ,  4 c .z .,  d ,

figure 2. Equilibrium in layer i

= vertical effective stress at level j after loading; 

=  vertical effective stress at level j +1 after 

loading ;

=  initial vertical effective stress at level j;

= initial vertical effective stress at level j +  1;

= circumference of the pile in layer i;

= mean CPT value in layer i;

=  thickness of layer i;

= influence area of the pile: XY for field piles, 

(0.5X +3D)Y for midside piles and 

(0.5X + 3D)(0.5Y +  3D) for comer piles, see 

fig 3.

The value of f2 can de established in an iterative process. In the 

first iteration f, is taken as 1.0. After this iteration an OCR is 

reached of:

where:

°  z;2j+l

u z;0;j

0 p;,

d,

A

(12)

(Mayne & Kulhawe 1982) give a relation between the coefficient 

of earthpressure before and after unloading and OCR. In a 

somewhat simplified way this relation can be written as:

OCR™* (13)

With equation (9) and adopting sin $  =0.5 it follows that:

A  =
(14)

This new value of f2 is introduced in equation (11). so a new 

value of a \ .2 can be calculated. Figure 2 gives the stress path due 

to the tension load on the pile.

In practice q „ ;0 is variable in depth. The above mentioned 

method can easily be adopted for a multi layer system. 

Introducing the mean effective stress in layer i:

° '7 ,o ,,=  f f ’ coa + 7 '  d /2

equation (11) is extended for each layer (i) with an extra term 

representing the decrease of the vertical stress in the layers (i-1), 

(i-2) .. (1) above, resulting in eq (15):

,  2 „> ° 'z .0 .i  ° p , i a- A , f l c , z / i  E l ~ ' i ° p . n a / 2 , n ^ A

zA‘~  ‘  A A-----------------

The above given equation can be solved in a rather simple way:

- M *

A.i
\ J I (16)
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figure 3. Influenced area

where: 

M
O a. q d

p , i  t  I (17)

(17)

(18)

The shaft friction in layer i is determined from:

Prj'Jen A\ -̂ 2,i ^c^.i

The total capacity for m layers is determined from: 

T = A TrjoMXMn ¿—j \ = l i

5.3 Application

The described method is used to calculate the ultimate bearing 

capacity of the centrifuge pile group, as described in (Allard et 

al, 1997). The results of these tests are translated to prototype 

conditions, using a scalefactor of 35.4 for the dimensions.

The pile group consists of 9 piles with a diameter of 0.5 m and 

a length of 15 m. The distance between the piles was 5D (= 2 .5  

m). In the laboratory the mimimum and maximum porosity were 

determined: emjI1 =0.54, eml =  0.88. In the test setup the initial 

porosity was e0 =  0.71. Using equations (6), (7) and (8) one.

finds f, =  1.83 This value is close to the test result of ihe 

installation mentioned in chapter 3. The calculation of the tension 

capacity according to equations (15) to (20) results in an ultimate 

load Trin„.,c„ =  837 kN. This equals almost the test result of 800 

kN. The tension force in the pile, both test result and calculation 

are given in fig 4. It shows that in the test the shaft friction at the 

toe of the pile is larger than calculated. This application shows 

that the presented method is promising. More test results are 

needed however to evaluate its possiblities.
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